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As Director of four TechNET brands – TechNET IT, TechNET Digital, TechNET
Immersive & TechNET CxO, I lead a dynamic team of consultants and
personally serve as an Account Director for our esteemed enterprise customers.
With a decade of industry expertise, I specialise in defining commercial
strategies to fuel business growth.

MY EXPERTISE:

CLIENTS:

Initial client engagement

Team leadership

Project scoping

Enterprise account management

Driving exceptional candidate and client experience

Advocate DE&I in leadership in technology landscape

eriddington@technet-it.co.uk 01908 929062

“We have retained TechNET on several Executive
Search Projects for Senior level, critical hires
across a multitude of disciplines including
Product, Engineering and Architecture. Emily and
Craig have continued to be highly effective in their
approach – remaining communicative,
collaborative, and transparent at all times. We’ve
taken on exceptional hires through the team so
far, with many more to come in the near future.
We look forward to working closely with TechNET
in an ongoing basis for exceptional talent. I would
highly recommend partnering with TechNET if you
are looking for fast, yet thorough and highly
effective results. The team move at pace and
always ensure that candidates are thoroughly
vetted, engaged, and passionate about Bain &
Co.” 

Oliver Medwin 
Senior Manager, Talent Acquisition, Bain &
Company

“My experience of working with Emily has been
nothing short of excellent. Hiring for and applying
for senior positions can be complex with unique
and sensitive challenges to overcome. Emily’s
approach navigates these intricacies efficiently and
effectively. As a candidate, I never felt short of
information, I always felt confident the recruitment
process was progressing at pace. I always felt my
needs and value was represented truly. I would
highly recommend Emily from both sides of the
recruitment process. Be it personal career direction
or sourcing quality talent and managing through to
a successful hire.” 

Simon Morton 
Engineering Director, Trimble

 


